NOTES
- 9” ABS GRAVITY SEWER LINE WITH MINIMUM 2% GRADE AND 2-WAY CLEANOUTS
- 1,500 GALLON RO TH MULTITANK WITH 24” ORENCO RISERS
- 5.5’ DEEP INSPECTION WELL (SEE DETAIL) 3X DIVERSION VALVE BOX
- PRESSURE LATERAL BALL VALVE AND SQUIRT IN 10” ROUND VALVE BOX
- PROVISION MADE FOR 1” SCH 40 PVC CAP TO ACCESS DRIPPING-WATERSTRUCTIONS ON美麗內部详情
- PROVISION MADE FOR 1” SCH 40 PVC CAP TO ACCESS DRIPPING-WATERSTRUCTIONS ON美麗内部详情
- 1” SCH 40 PVC PRESSURIZED PIPE
- INFLUXOR QUICK 5 HIGH-CAPACITY INFILTRATOR CHAMBERS WITH A MATERIAL BACK-FILL
- DENSIFIED BACK-FILL
- DIVERSION VALVE BOX DEAR
- PRESSURIZED DRAINFIELD TRENCH CONSTRUCTION DETAIL
- CROSS-SECTION OF DRAINFIELD AREA
- ENDVIEW
- PRESSURIZED DRAINFIELD TRENCH CONSTRUCTION DETAIL